
User experience

UX : Seat chart of the plan, allow the users to be able to pick the seating arrangement

• Single travel
• Round-Trip
• Open-Jaw One island to another. Not a continuous journey.

We have to identify these and then collaborate with the local services. So we have a travel option 
for these people.

Database is identified with prefixes

1. Travel blaze
etc

Decide with Vincent the functions, freeze requirements with Vincent
Some requirements can be optional
Some can be confirmed
Some can be removed

If you want to add or subtract depend on the feedback.

We're unsure if our current timeframe has too little features or too many.

- All the project should stick to the business requirement
- It's not the business is asking for less you should suffer
- Tackle minor changes as and when they come

Create a skeleton and start iterating over these.

We're unsure how we're populating the machine learning fields.
You need to understand the database points and extract out the information and what are the 
inputs to feed into the algorithm. It's not we're using all the algorithm, we're only using about 3. And 
we'll give recommendations base on their user scores and business rules.

Not just a simple design
Values for the CLVs and best for the project.
Customer lifetime recommendation
Customer flight recommendation

APIs wise you're to see what are the fields that are coming.
Ask Joshua what fields are coming out.

Meeting Date 26/5/16

Members Present Sue, Remy, Benedict, Andrew

Members Absent Wei Rong, Russell

Meeting Location Professor’s Office

Meeting Agenda Discuss with professor the type of NLP technologies
Discuss with professor the features
Discuss with professor database

Minutes taken by Andrew



You can use CURL.

These are the fields, what is the definition of each columns. We don't have to do an elaborate 
column, we can ask them.
When you go back and you're solving any problem you can refer back to the dictionary.
It's a POC project.

CLV are segments or individual based.
If we have time we'll do cluster and segment
Individual for now.

We can use data that are two years back. Try to finish the documentation parts, and share it with 
the vendors.

You're free to ask Vincent out without the professor.
Ask Joshua for the access for the UOB data so that we can incorporate the data into the code.

Machine learning
We will be doing pre-processing
But it depends largely on what algorithm is.

Takeaways
API output
Database variables

Text-To-Speech
Show background studies
Show research

Experiment 4-5
Justify your choice and show.
Two to three factors on why was your decision like this and that

Different people speak and different accent and which one works well
It's a usability issue, people speaking fast, people slow.

Depreciation of Google Voice (Cloud Messaging)
Do take into account of the risks
Such as what if it's deprecated when the product is out etc.
Professor's opinion is that it shouldn't sunset that soon.


